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An explicit recurrence is derived for the matching polynomial of the pentagonal chain. From 
this, explicit formulae are obtained for the number of defect-d matchings in the pentagonal chain, 
for various values of d. 
1. Introduction 
The graphs considered here will be finite and without loops or multiple edges. Let 
G be such a graph. We define a matching in G to be a spanning subgraph of G, 
whose components are nodes and edges only. Following Berge [l], McCarthy (131 
and Little et al. [12], we define a defect-d matching to be a matching which contains 
exactly d isolated nodes. If a matching contains edges only, it is called a complete 
or perfect matching. 
Let G be a graph. With every node of G, let us associate an indeterminate or 
weight w,, and with every edge, the weight w2. Then the matching polynomial of 
G is 
m(G) = 1 akwf’-Zkw~, 
k=O 
where ak is the number of matchings in G with k edges. We will normally write the 
polynomial in descending powers of wt. If we assign particular values to wt and 
w2, then we will obtain special matching polynomials. One such polynomial is the 
acyclic polynomial of a graph defined in Gutman [5]. Gutman has since renamed 
this polynomial, ‘the matching polynomial’. The connection between the acyclic 
polynomial and the matching polynomial has been discussed in Farrell [3]. Gutman 
has established the acyclic polynomial as a useful device in Mathematical Chemistry 
(see bl. [71 and W. 
We define a pentagonal chain to be the graph formed by ‘sticking on’ a finite 
number of pentagons (cells) in a uniform manner (see Fig. 1 below). This graph has 
also been called a pentagonal animal. Animals were introduced in connection with 
a famous class of problems, called cell growth problems. An account of these 
problems can be found in Harary [9, pp. 33-381. Most of the available literature 
on animals deal with the enumeration of animals (see Harary and Palmer [lo, pp. 
234-2371) and the counting of animals (see Read [15] and Klarner [l 11). 
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A great deal of interest has been shown in matchings in lattices, because of its ap- 
plication to statistical mechanics. A comprehensive account of the connection be- 
tween matchings and discrete statistical mechanics is given by Temperley [ 141. While 
a great deal of attention has been focussed on matchings in m x n lattices, (m, n > 1) 
the problem of matchings in 1 x n lattice structures (chains) has received little atten- 
tion. The case of rectangular chains (also called short ladders) has been dealt with 
in Farrell [4]. However no information is available on matchings in other kinds of 
chains. 
In this article, we will obtain an explicit recurrence for the matching polynomial 
of the general pentagonal chain, and then give a table of the polynomials for various 
chains. We will also deduce explicit formulae for the number of defect-d matchings 
in the pentagonal chain, for various values of d. In particular, we give a formula 
for the number of perfect matchings. 
In the material which follows, we will use G for m(G) when it would lead to no 
confusion. G(f) will denote the generating function for m(G) with indicator func- 
tion t. 
2. Some basic theorems 
The most fundamental result in the theory of matching polynomial is the 
following. 
Theorem 1 (The Fundamental Theorem). Let G be a graph containing an edge ab. 
Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by deleting ab, and G” the graph obtained 
from G by removing nodes a and 6. Then 
m(G) =m(G’) + Ym(G”). 
Theorem 1 yields an algorithm for finding matching polynomials of arbitrary 
graphs. The algorithm consists of recursive applications of the theorem until graphs 
Hi are obtained for which m(Hi) are known. This algorithm is called the fun- 
damental algorithm for matching polynomials. In this article, we will refer to it as 
the reduction process. When applying the reduction process to a graph G, we will 
call the graph G’ the reduced graph, and the graph G” the incorporated graph. 
In order to effectively carry out the reduction process on a graph we need the 
following result for graphs with more than one component. It can be easily proved. 
Theorem 2 (The Component Theorem). Let G be a graph with r components Hi 
(i=1,2 ,..., r). Then 
fI m(K). 
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Theorems 1 and 2 are also given in [2]. The following result gives explicit for- 
mulae for the first three coefficients of m(G). It can be easily proved. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with p nodes and q edges. Then in m(G), 
(0 a0 =p, 
(ii) a, =q, and 
(iii) a2 = (T) - E, where E is the number of paths of length 2 in G. 
In practical applications of Theorem 3, E can be determined by the number of 
ways of choosing two edges at each node of G, i.e. 
E=f ;, 
i=l 0 
where Ui is the valency of node i in G. Hence 
a2=(3-$, (3 
We define a chain to be a tree with nodes of valencies 1 and 2 only. The chain 
with n nodes will be denoted by P,,. The length of a chain is the number of edges 
that it contains. Therefore the length of P,, is n- 1. 
In the material which follows, we will express some of our intermediate results 
in terms of matching polynomials of chains. We will therefore give a simple recur- 
rence (established in [2]) for m(P,). It can be used to construct a table of values for 
m(PJ. 
Lemma 1. 
m(P,)=w,m(P,-I)+w2m(Pn-2) (n> I>, 
with m(Po) = 1 (by convention). 
3. Matching polynomials of pentagonal chains 
We will denote the pentagonal chain with n cells by A, (see Fig. l(i)). Associated 
with A, are the two graphs B, and D,, described below (for n = 3) in Figs. l(ii) and 
l(iii) respectively. It can be easily confirmed that A, has 3n + 2 nodes and 4n + 1 
edges. 
Let us apply the reduction process to A, by deleting the edge ed (see Fig. l(i)). 
Let the reduced graph be G; and the incorporated graph G;. Apply the reduction 
process to G; by deleting edge ab. The reduced graph will contain two components 
P3 and A,_, . The incorporated graph will contain two components Bn_2 and P2. 
Therefore 
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Apply the reduction process to G; by deleting edge hf. The reduced graph will con- 
tain two components A,,_* and Pd. The incorporated graph will contain two com- 
ponents B,_ 3 and P2. Therefore 
G;= P,A,_,+ w~P~B,,-~. 
Hence we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. A,=P3An-,+w~P4A,_~+w~P~Bn_~+wfP~B,_~. 
Apply the reduction process to the graph B, by deleting edge d_~ (see Fig. l(ii)). 
Let the incorporated graph be G;. The reduced graph will consist of an isolated 
node and the graph D,. Apply the reduction process to G; by deleting bc. The 
reduced graph will contain two components D,_, and an edge. The incorporated 
graph will contain two components A,_, and an isolated node. Hence we get the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3. B,=w,D,+w~P~D,_~+w,w~A,_~. 
Similarly we get 
Lemma 4. D,,=w~A~+w~B~__~. 
Hence by substituting for D, and D,_, in Lemma 3, we get 
Lemma 5. 
B,=w~A,+(w;wz+2w,w~)A,_,+wl~2B,_,+(~:~~+~:)Bn_Z (1) 
By multiplying eq. (1) by t” and summing from n = 2 to 00, we obtain the follow- 
ing generating function for m(B,). 
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Lemma 6. 
B(t)=[M(t)+&][l- W*w*t--(W:W~+ W;)ty, 
where 
i,= w~+(w:w~+2w,w3t 
and 
E=(~-~~W~~)B~-[~~+(W~+(W~W~+~W,W~)~]~~~-W~~A~+~B~. 
The following generating function for m(A,) is immediate from Lemma 2. 
A(t)=[/lB(t)+6][1 -((w;+~w,w~)~-(w~w~+~+w;+ w;)t2]-‘, 
where B = (wf w2 + wi)t' + (w: wf + 2w, w:)t 3 and 6 is a polynomial in t, containing 
terms up to t2. 
By substituting for B(t), using Lemma 6, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. 
A(t)=[P&+&l-W,W$-(W;W;+W;)t2][i-(W;+jW,W& 
-(W~W,+3~f?W~+2~;)t~+(~~~~+w,w~)f~+w~t~]-'. 
The following theorem gives an explicit recurrence for A,. It can be immediately 
deduced from Lemma 7. 
Theorem 4. 
A,=(W;+3W,W~)A,_,+(WfW2+3WfWf+2W;)A,_2 
-(W:W;+W,W;)A,_3-W;A,-4 (n>3), 
withAO=wf+w2(byconvention)andA,,A2andA3 areasgiven below in Table 1. 
We have found values of m(A,) for n = 1, up to n = 7 using Theorem 4. The 
coefficients are given in the following Table 1. Since the first coefficient is always 
1, it has been omitted. 
Table 1 
Matching polynomials of pentagonal chains 
1 5 5 
2 9 24 20 2 
3 13 59 113 85 15 
4 17 110 342 528 370 85 3 
5 21 177 771 1860 2463 1646 466 32 
6 25 260 1464 4865 9745 11500 7428 22-u 240 4 
7 29 359 2485 10583 28740 49867 538OCG 3388 1 11066 1539 58 
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4. Defect-d matchings in pentagonal chains 
We will use the notation N,(G) for the number of defect-d matchings in the 
graph G. Therefore N,,(G) will be the number of perfect matchings in the graph G. 
It is clear that N,(G) is the coefficient of the term in w;’ in m(G). NdG(t) will 
denote the generating function for N,(G). 
The following corollary of Theorem 3 gives explicit formulae for the number of 
defect-d matchings in A, for d=O, 1 and 2. These are the first three coefficients of 
m(A). 
Corollary 3.1. In WI(&), 
(9 N3,+264,) = 1 
(ii) N,,(A,) = 4n + 1, and 
(iii) N3n _ *(A,) = 8n2 - 5n + 2. 
Proof. Since A, has 3n + 2 nodes and 4n + 1 edges (i) and (ii) follow immediately 
from the theorem. Now A, has 2(n - 1) nodes of valency 3 and n +4 nodes of 
valency 2. Therefore 
&=3*2(n- l)+(n+4)=7n-2. 
so 
~3n-26’%) = - (7n - 2). 
Hence the result follows. 0 
By equating coefficients of the terms in wf in Theorem 4, we obtain the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 5. A,, has a defect-d matching if and only if d and n have the same parity 
and 0 I dl3n + 2 if n is even, or 1 s ds 3n + 2 if n is odd. In this case, 
N~(A,)=N~-3(An-~)+3N~-,(A,-,)+N~_4(An-2)+3N~_z(An-t) 
+Nd(An-2)-Nd-j(An-3)-Nd-1(An-3)-Nd(A,-~) (n > 3), 
with the initial values of N,(A,) as given above in Table 1. 
Theorem 5 is a useful result. It can be used, together with Corollary 3.1, in order 
to obtain explicit formulae for all the coefficients of m(A,). 
Let us put d = 3n - 4 in Theorem 5. This yields 
N3,-,(A,)=N,,-,(A,-,)+3N,,_s(A,_I)+N3,_s(A,_2)+3N3n_6(~n_2) 
+&n-4(An-2)-N3n-,(An-3)-N3n_5(An_3)-N3,_J(An_~). 
(2) 
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It can be easily confirmed that NJn_s(A,,_i) and NJn_,(An_ ,) are the third and 
fourth coefficients respectively of m(A,_ ,). LV~~_~(A._~), N3n_6(A,,_r) and 
Ns”_s(A,_2) are the first, second and third coefficients respectively of m(A,_l). 
Nsn-7(A._3) is the first coefficient of m(A,_,) and Nsn_j(A,_3) =O. AISO 
N3n_4(An_1)=0. Hence from Corollary 3.1, we get 
&_s(An_ ,)=S(n- 1)‘~5(n- 1)22, 
&n-4(An-2)= 1, 
N3n_6(An_2)=4(n-2)+ 1, 
IV,,_s(A,_*)=S(n-2)‘-5(n-2)+2 and N,,_,(A._,)= 1. 
By substituting these values in eq. (2), we obtain the following lemma which gives 
a recurrence for the number of matchings in A,, with 3 edges (defect -(3n-4) 
matchings). 
Lemma 8. 
iv,,_,(A,)=N,,_,(A,_,)+(32n’-88n+69) (n > 2), 
with N,(A,) = 20. 
By solving this recurrence (using standard techniques) we obtain the following 
theorem, which gives an explicit formula for the number of matchings in A,, with 
3 edges. 
Theorem 6. 
N3,_4(An)=$(32n3-84n2+91n-42) (n > 1). 
Put d= 3n - 6 in Theorem 5. This yields 
~3n-6(An)=~3n-9(An-,)+3hr3,-7(An-,)+N3n_,o(An_2)+3~3,_s(A,_2) 
+N3n-6(An-2)-N3n-9(An-3)-N3,-,(An_3)-N3n_6(An-4). 
(3) 
Clearly N3n_7(An_1) is the fourth coefficient of m(A,_]). N3,_,5(An_2), 
N3n_8(N,,_2) and N3,_lo(A,_2) are the second, third and fourth coefficients 
respectively, of m(A, _2). IV,,, _,(A,,_ 3> and N3n_9(An_3) are the first and second 
coefficients respectively of m(A, _3). Also N3n_6(An_4) = 0. Hence by using 
Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 6, we get 
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N3n_7(A,_,)=f[32(n- l)‘-84(n- 1)‘+91(n-2)-421, 
N,,_,,(A,_,)=f[32(n-2)3-84(n-2)2+91(n-2)-42], 
N3n_8(An_z)=8(n -2)‘~5(n-2)+2, 
Nsn-&ln-z)=4(n-2), fV3,_#l,_s)= 1 and 
Nsn_9(A,_J)=4(n--3)+ 1. 
By substituting these values in eq. (3) and simplifying, we obtain the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 9. 
~,,-,(~,)=~3,_,(A,_,)+f(128n3-744n2+ 1555n- 1179) (n>3), 
with Nd(A3) = 85. 
By solving the above recurrence, we obtain the following theorem which gives an 
explicit formula for the number of matchings in A, with 4 edges. 
Theorem 7. 
N3,_,(A,)=i(64n4-368n3+875n2- 1051n+540) (n > 2). 
The algebraic manipulations and simplifications used to obtain the results given 
in Theorems 6 and 7, have been very tedious. It is clear that we can continue the 
same process and obtain explicit formulae for higher coefficients of m(A,). 
However the manipulations would become more and more tedious. A derivation of 
an explicit result for N3n_8(.4n) would involve a formidable amount of painstaking 
manipulations. 
We will now turn our attention to the coefficients ‘at the other end’ of m(A,). 
These represent the number of defect-d matching when d takes on its smallest 
values. 
By putting d = 0 in Theorem 5, we obtain the following recurrence for the number 
of perfect matchings in A,. 
Lemma 10. 
No(A,)=~No(A,-~)-No(A,-~) (n even and n > 3), 
with No(Ao) = 1. 
The following lemma can be easily obtained from Lemma 10. 
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Lemma 11. No(t) = (1 - t’)‘. 
By extracting the coefficients of t” in Lemma 11, we obtain the explicit formula 
for N&l,,), given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. &(A,) =+n+ 1 (n =O, or n even). 
Let us put d= 1 in Theorem 5. This yields 
By multiplying by t” and summing from n =4 to CD, we obtain the following 
generating funtion for Nr (A,), after simplifications, using Lemma 11. 
Lemma 12. N,A(t)=t(S-5t2+2t4)(1 -t2)-4. 
By equating coefficients of t” and simplifying, we obtain the following theorem 
which gives an explicit formula for the number of defect-l matchings in A,,. 
Theorem 9. N,(A,) =&(n3 + 12n2 + 59n + 48) (n odd). 
By putting d = 2 in Theorem 5, we get 
N2(A,)=3N,(A,-,)+3N,(A,_2)+2N2(A,_2) 
By multiplying by t” summing from n = 4 to 00, using Lemma 11 and 12 and then 
simplifying, we obtain the following generating functions for PI,@,). 
Lemma 13. 
(n > 4). 
5t2-t4 
N24) = (I _ 12)2 + 
15t2-2t4-2t6 
(I- f2)” 
+ 18t4-21t6+5t8+2f10 
p-t2y * 
By equating coefficients of t” in Lemma 13 and then simplifying (This was ex- 
tremely tedious!), we obtain the following theorem which gives and explicit formula 
for the number of defect-2 matchings in A,. 
Theorem 10. 
N2(A,) =&(2n5 + 45n4 + 1020n3 + 3420n2 + 6928n + 1920) 
(n =0, of n even). 
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5. Discussion 
We have given a comprehensive set of results about matchings in pentagonal 
chains. Our technique can be easily extended to obtain more explicit formulae for 
the number of defect-d matchings (in pentagonal chains), for other values of d. 
However, as we mentioned before, the manipulations would be very tedious. Also, 
our technique could be applied to other kinds of chains. This in fact, is currently 
being examined by the authors. 
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